
In the far future of humanity, titanic empires jostle For ultimate domination of

the universe. In an effort to stop total destruction, they came to decide the

fates of worlds not with war…but with STARBALL. The greatest test of human

skill and strength. To be a Starball player is to be like a god - but gods are

just people too..

1 Prodigy

2 Scion

3 Outcast

4 Peasant

5 Experiment

6 SimBorn

STARBALLSTARBALLSTARBALL
ODD-YSEYODD-YSEYODD-YSEY

First: Build Your Team. Together, choose your

team name, insignia, colours, mascot, owner (which

empire) and sponsor (which dynasty they

represent). Then draft your squad - players take

on the roles of players, coaches, support staff,

managers, recruiters, medical staff, PR staff and

anything else you can imagine. 

 choose or roll a Background

and a Secret YOU hide. 

Everyone at the table should

know your secret; the

characters do not. 

NOTE: ONLY WOMEN ARE ABLE TO PLAY STARBALL AT

THE PROFESSIONAL LEVEL 

BackgroundsSECRETS

1 Alien/mutant

2 One of many clones

3 Presents a false image

4 Inexperienced

5 On performance enhancers

6 Spy or cheater

Attitude— Aggression

Willpower – Stamina

Reliability - Fairplay

Chutzpah - Finesse

Looks - Aesthetics 

Intimidation - Strength

Players put 18 points into the the six social attributes below. No stat may be

below 1 or above 5. The corresponding stat is for their play on the Starball

field and is set at 6 minus the first. 

Attitude is how much of a chip you have on your shoulder, Aggression is how much you

attack the ball and the other team. Willpower is resisting control and Stamina is standing

firm on the game. Reliable people will keep their word, Fairplay is playing honestly.

Chutzpah is manipulation, Finesse is playing cunningly. Looks is just being sexy, Aesthetics is

playing sexy. Intimidation is staring people down and Strength is how hard you hammer the

star ball back across the net.

Note: Make up the rules of Starball

by implication

STATS



POST GAME: If you won, you can move up the ladder. If not, try again

next game. Place blame on your fellow team mates. Build

resentment and drama

PREGAME: Each player chooses two players to have a scene together, and what you want to

argue about. By a vote, the other players choose the most relevant skill and they roll

2d6 and add the stat. The winner gets their way in the scene but loses one from that stat

AND FROM THE MIRROR STAT (MIN 0). When everyone has directed a scene, switch to the Game.

THE GAME: Players need to roll consecutive numbers to score a goal - a 1, then a 2,

then a 3, all the way to 6 to score. A different stat must be used for each playeR -

ROLL THAT MANY D6s TO TRY TO GET THE TARGET. After X runs at goal, the game is over

(X is the number of players). Players may flip a Destiny Token to DARK TO get a

reroll. Each Destiny Token that is on the Dark side at the end of the game is either

a goal for the opposition, or a player must increase their Selfishness. If

Selfishness equals 5, they leave the team FOR ANOTHER. Higher selfishness means

they play for themselvesa or their sponsors more than the team. Each player

decribes something cool that another player did during the game.

If the characters Secret is relevant, they may add one to

their Secret level to reroll theIR DICE AT ANY TIME. If

Secret = 5, it is revealed to the whole team.

NOTE:

CLONES ARE ILLEGAL 

IN STARBALL 

NOTE:

MALE STARBALL GAMES 

ARE ILLEGAL BUT DO EXIST
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